Abstract. -Calculations shows that asymmetric ring heads exhibit sharp field gradient for both the H, and H, field components a t large inclination and low spacings. These characteristics can be exploited t o improve bit density in longitudinal and vertical recording, respectively.
Introduction
Theoretical and experimental studies of both longitudinal and vertical modes of magnetic recording all supports the idea that magnetic recording is write field limited and not demagnetization limited [I] . Fundamental limitations to head field gradients give rise to a minimum transition width that is larger than the simple stability-versus-demagnetization limit [2] . For this reason, it is highly desirable to find a magnetic head which has large field gradient in the writing process, and has a narrow field width in the reproducing process. Asymmetric ring head is a prime candidate equiped with the characteristics whereby high bit density recording can be effectively realized.
Head field calculations
The essence of an assymmetric ring head is shown in figure 1 . Assuming that the relative permeability of the head core is infinite, we may use Schwartz transformation to map the upper edge of the recording head in the Z (x, y)-plane onto the real axis in the complex W (u, v)-plane, as shown in figure 2 . For a given inclination angle 0, the generalized Schwartz transformation is where D is related to the inclination angle 8, is related to the coordinate of the head corner in the w plane in relation to that in the Z-plane, and A is related to the magnification (Shrinkage) of the transformation itself. Through numerical integration and proper boundary conditions the following results are obtained. 
Longitudinal recording mode
In longitudinal recording mode, when the medium is traveling from right to left over the asymmetric head, the shape of the left edge of the Hz component field, that is, the field gradient, determines to a great extent the bit density it can achieve. From the curves in figure   3 , we obtain the field gradients (in unit of volg2) for different 6 angles:
It is apparent that the larger the inclination (smaller 6), the greater the field gradient, and the higher the bit density it can achieve. By comparison, the H, component field of a thin film head [3] of the pole length P equal to the gap width g is not as sharply distributed. In fact, the thin film head Hz field distribution is very similar to that of a conventional ring head (6 = 90') in the gap region.
Vertical recording mode
In vertical recording mode, the Hy component field distribution determines the usefuless of the head. Figure 4 shows that the greatest field gradient occurs at the inner side of the sharp edge of the head. In order to obtain high bit density, we must let the medium travel from left to right. The value of the field gradient is 37.5 &lg2 at 6 = lo0, 23.1 volg2 at 30' and 11.5 V O /~' at 45'. In the recording process, the head triggers the magnetization reversal from one direction to another at a certain Hy value around H,.
This By value is determined By the magnetic property and preparation procedures of the medium, and has some distribution. Denote the extremum of the positive (negative) portion of the head field by H$ (H;) . The triggering H y value must be substantially smaller than H:, but larger than HF in order to be effective and useful. The coefficient of effectiveness of the head against the variation of the medium property and operation parameters can be represented by
